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To see all new posts since you last visited Click Here Discussion on all makes of touring caravans
including folding caravans Plus self build conversions Buying advice, practical tips, maintenance,
towing etc For campsite queries, and general chat please use the appropriate forum. Site reviews
must be posted in the campsite search, not here. Ideas for days out and places to visit.Please avoid
anything referring to politics and religion Jokes to go in the subforum please. Plus News and reports
related to caravanning and camping and the leisure industry. You may view our privacy and cookie
policy here. These have been in delightful areas which have catered for the many interests of our
members. There have also been a number of successful holiday rallies. The Club has also held a
number of rallies in France, Holland and Eire. Each rally is organised and run by members, although
help is always at hand from other members and members of the committee. Recently Compass have
announced they shall be reinstated and from September 2013 will be making four new styles of
Compass caravan; for those who are interested in buying one of these vans, this club would be
perfect for you. The back cushions are curved and don’t fit anywhere!! Thanks Weakened suspension
on nearside perhaps. Never had a problem with mine over many long trips. Many thanks I need to
know what the size of the awning rail is. I have measured 940cm but looking at later model spec it is
959cm. Anyone know the correct measurement please. Can anybody help me. Thanks Ray. I’m a first
time caravan owner so forgive my ignorance, but I was under the impression that you could power
lights etc without needing to be connected to the mains. The battery charger is on, and everything
works fine when on mains power. This morning I tested the battery and it was only reading 8V so I
have had the charger running all day to recharge it. If there is anyone able to help, I would be most
grateful.http://www.sport-foods.ru/userfiles/6es7-214-2bd23-0xb0-manual.xml
compass rallye 360 manual, compass rallye 360 manual download, compass rallye 360
manual pdf, compass rallye 360 manual 2017, compass rallye 360 manual free.
Many thanks Ian I think i need to get another lock for it, anyone know where i could get one. Any
ideas on this matter please. We have never owned a caravan before and have a couple of questions if
anyone can help please Is there something missing that makes up that gap Any ideas where we
would be able to find a replacement window for such an old girl or can the window be repaired It
seems quite heavy what cars do people pull it with Can I get the battery tested if its dead how much
will one cost me and can someone run me through getting water to come through the taps. Regards
Neil0 Does anyone know where i could find new ones Thanks Does anyone stock them. Any Help
Sincereley Appreciated In particular a rear window. Can anyone advise please. The aperture is
385mm x 385mm but I can only find 400mm x 400mm repalcements on the internet. Any help with
this would be welcome please!! Located South Staffs See question 19. Add in your area to find one
nearby but for smaller parts they usually do a postal service. There are always lots of older caravans
being broken as when they get to a certain age they tend to be written off rather than repairs
because the cost of repair is uneconomic. I did this a few years ago and the window was a perfect
match. Do a search for “caravan windows” on Google again there are a few firms listed. I’m doing a
bit of research to see if I can get hold of some of these so that we can make pdfs available online.
Does anybody have or know were we can get one. Thanks On my last trip the microwave decided it
wasnt going to work. I has power to it, display works, all heat settings and timers are working BUT it
is not warming anything. Can anyone help please or do i need to purchase a new one and if so where
would i get the same model from.Just ask your local dealer for advice on what plugs etc you need
and they’ll probably tell you all you need to know about charging the battery at the same

time.http://andaautoparts.com/upload/6es7-216-2ad22-0xb0-manual.xml
Thanks in advance I found them very helpful Charlie September 9 2012 Sorry for the delay in this
reply. We changed from the Compass Owners Club to the more open format of The Compass Club,
allowing non Compass owners to join and in doing so, lost some of our technical knowledge.
Therefore unfortunately we are now unable to provide any advice or replies to Technical questions. I
have copied this message to the link provided, for the information of any person who may contact
your site, with Compass specific questions. Many thanks Jim Clegg I have bought a Corona 505 2001
but has a replacement rear window which is just a sheet of Perspex. I am trying to find out the
actual size window I would need to replace this but cannot find the information anywhere. If you
could help me I would appreciate it so much. There are many on Ebay which I think could fit but
would like to know exact measurements before I commit to buy. The current one has pulled through
the body work and in removing it I’ve snapped the fixing bolt. Its a compass omega 430 4, 91 model.
But the cushions for the front have some parts missing, also I need the ladder for the rear. Its got
like a greany gray. If any one can sell me these what I need, or a gd set.Strong bleach like smell
from the tap water yet when we drew water from the tap on pitch it was fine so evidently a problem
within the van. Noted some algae appearing on first flush of loo so must be some muck around in the
pipes. Any tips on how to cure this. The van was serviced at the end of last season and I believe a
new water filter was fitted.It was drained down over the winter. Also having trouble with outside
light above door which isn’t working and is fouling our new sun canopy which stays in awning rail.
Fittings in light look very rusty. Is it easy to move the light down few inches and any idea why not
working. Bulbs appear to be intact. Any suggestions would be appreciated.
I now have the sockets working but nothing else, also wheres the filling location for the tank.Best
layout. I am a complete caravan novice but am exceptionally excited by our new family member.
thanks When replacing the rear offside lens I managed to mix up the wiring ! and now need to know
which colour wire goes where!! Can anybody help please Many thanks. Does anyone know where I
would get one. Thanks. Philip But I don’t know what the two pin plug is called that I need.
Apparently there are two types. Thanks Can anyone help with constructive suggestions or indeed
perhaps by sending a key to us after which replacing with standard nuts, I will return by prompt
post. It’s long shot but any help appreciated. Can anyone offer any advice as to where I can obtain
one. I seem to be going round in circles looking. Thanks in anticipation. Could anyone tell me where
to get one from please. We live in South Yorks, But get across to the Hull side of the Humber quite
often. Cheers Many thanks Hope somebody can help.Thanks Thanks ian Can someone tell me what
type i need and where to get thanks Cannot find an idiots guide.Can anyone help on how to do it
Thanks I need a gas locker door.Anyone have any advice on where to look I would also like to
purchase a manual Can anybody offer advice as to where I can try please Does anyone have the
users manual that I could copy, please Im a bit stumped re the water connector and how the heating
works. Phoned Elddis and they said they would send info but havent. Can anyone help me please
Unfortunately, one of the rear lights is cracked. Where can we get a spare. I’d be most grateful for
any suggestions. Sandra It is a black plastic vented bucket type structure. It seems that the glass
needs to be closer to the seal as it barely touches it when closed. I have looked at it to try to bring
the glass closer to the seal but cant see any way of doing it. Do you know of any way I can adjust it.
the seals look good and dont appear worn it just seems as though the window wants to be closer to
the seal. Thanks We have patched it up and now have to admit enough is enough. We love the layout
of this caravan and really need to find one the same, twin axle also. I’m finding it very hard to get
exactly the same layout as this one though, newer obviously. After looking on the internet I’ve
realised the side two seats and table have to go to accommodate a better side bathroom by the looks
of things, but a bedroom which can be closed off for my baby to sleep in and a side bathroom with
seperate shower so that we don’t have to go through a bedroom and disturb him is a must. I’m going

around in circles at the mo. Looking at a max of 8000. Apart from the camouflage paint all over the
outside, its generally quite sound, no damp, fridge, heater, oven, shower all intact. I wonder whether
anyone has inside photos of this model caravan they could email to me, or a copy of the manual so
that I can get cracking on the refurb to bring my van back to life. Would be ever so grateful if you
could help I had purchased Compas Raylle Gte 430 from 1991 or 1992. And I look for more info
about my caravan like lenght, size, wieght and the inforamtion that are needed to registrate a
caravan. If someone would could help me to find these info I would be very grateful. I think it looks
like this, but i’m nmot sure. In my caravan there isn’t any shelf between the place you can sit. The
water pump doesn’t work properly at all. It keeps stopping whilst water is coming out of tap. One
turns the tap off and on, a lot of air comes out and then water for a while before it goes again. The
dealer and Whale pumps have replaced everything in the system to no avail. Has anyone else had
this problem. Like to become a member of the motorhome club. Who do I contact Cheers I am in the
process of drying things out in order to repair the joint.
https://fjdeboer.com/images/calculus-of-a-single-variable-6th-edition-solution-manual.pdf
Any idea where I can get a replacement and a copy of the wiring diagram please Or can I do a repair
to tap, I can stop it dripping out of spout. Regards Sue Can anyone help Can anybody help Regards,
Brian. Not sure which model but I think it is around 1990, 2 berth, end kitchen. It looks like this one
Any information or manuals on electrics, heating and water systems greatly appreciated. Thanks.
Any help appreciated, thanks. We are hooked up to the mains and everything seems fine apart from
the sockets. Tried the RCD and everything is fine there. I recently experienced a wheel come off, on
the M25, leading to damage to the wheel hub, wheel rim and wheel arch. Can anyone help me with
purchasing the replacement parts, so that I can employ someone to carryout the repairs. Thank you
in anticipation. Has anybody a user manual for this caravan or a similar one Can anyone advise
where to find the measurements Thank you One is leaking ! Any idea how to get at them The
doorway of the unit is VERY narrow. Help!!! Annie Bought a write off, to fit our our self build
campervan, but having a few electrical issues. I need some awning rail stoppers but not sure if I
need 6mm or 7mm. Thanks K. So if you are looking for your caravans MTPLM, MIRO, which electric
socket it has, the maximum laden weight or the length and width then we have information for over
852 Compass caravans alone dating back over 20 years. Information is shown in both metric and
imperial and you will also find some other useful information on the caravan pages. Please check
with the caravan manual or dealer before making any decisions based on the information shown
here. This caravan is a 2 berth version sleeping a maximum of 2 persons inside the caravan. With an
awning more people can be accommodated outside. Our information shows that the awning size
needs to be 774 cms. Please check this with your caravan manual before buying as this number may
not be accurate.
https://italyfixer.com/images/calculus-made-easy-ti-89-manual.pdf
The size of the battery you need will be dependent on your use. For example if you have a motor
mover or your caravan or tend to use your caravan where there is no on site electrics then a 120
amp hour battery is advisable.It is well worth getting caravan insurance to cover any damage caused
when its not attached to the car, theft and other damage to the caravan. Shopping around for
caravan insurance for the Compass Rallye 3602 1990 is well worth while to ensure you get the cover
you want for the best price. A caravan cover can help protect your caravan from the damage that the
weather can do to a caravan over time. The Compass Rallye 3602 1990 is 5.03 m 16.4984 feet long
and this is often the information needed when buying a caravan cover This will be a requirement for
most if not all insurance companies. Many will have prefered types that qualify for a discount. You
may also get a discount if your Compass Rallye 3602 1990 is fitted with an alarm or other security
devices, Note where values are shown as 0 or TBA its because we have not yet found the data for
this caravan. Sorry, but if you do manage to find it please do let us know the missing information

using this link. Whether you’re an experienced tourer or a firsttime buyer, you’ll find a variety of
classes, sizes and brands to suit all budgets and needs. From brand new models to used caravans
and motorhomes, we display 1000s of vehicles and new listings are added hourly. Our agreement
with the Friday Ad Group means your classified ad will also appear on caravansforsale.co.uk See the
seller’s listing for full details and description of, any imperfections.By continuing to use our website
you acknowledge that you are happy to receive all cookies. Find out why we use cookies and how to
manage your settings. Something went wrong.Compass models are stylishly furnished, practical, and
costeffective, which makes them appealing to the vast majority of people.
You can find a range of different sizes and layouts, including single and double axle, as well as 8 ft
wide Compass Caravans for sale on eBay. Configurations range from no fixed beds to fixed single
and double beds, as well as fixed bunk beds. There are many different layouts you can choose from,
depending on the number of people you plan to travel with. You can choose from 4 Capiro models
that come in 2 and 4 berth configurations. If you want good value for money, you can find a Compass
Rallye 634 for sale on eBay. However, the typical interior features include The range includes a
number of safety features, such as ALKO galvanized steel chassis with stabilizers and ATC Trailer
Control System for smooth towing performance and excellent stability. The ALKO system comes with
shock absorbers. Sell on eBay Sell Caravans User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton
Secured powered by Verisign. Roms Isos PSX, PS1, PS2, PSP, Arcade, NDS, 3DS, Wii, Gamecube,
Snes, Mega drive, Nintendo 64, GBA, Dreamcast download via torrent. Ps2 game boot psp download.
This is an AIO. Download Game PS3 PS4 RPCS3 PC Free New, Best Game PS3 PS4 RPCS3 PC Iso,
Direct Links Torrent PS3 PS4 RPCS3 PC, Update DLC PS3 PS4 RPCS3, Hack Jailbreak PS3 PS4
RPCS3. Thats quite a bit to pay for a laggy game experience, but those who want the convenience of
accessing their digital video recorder on the go along with the bonus of PS2 gaming on the go. The
detailed index, at the rear of this manual, contains a complete. Curtain airbag is located should
remain free from any obstructions. Electronic data stored, unless ordered to download data. 360
MAINTAINING YOUR VEHICLE. If you cant find anything online a quick call to Elddis should get
them sorted out Vanessa x Touring Caravan Insurance 20% Discount for UKCampsite.co.uk
members on. Get 5 star rated cover and big savings for a quote simply click. For a better experience,
we recommend using another browser.
Learn more Facebook Email or phone Password Forgotten account. Sign Up Compass Caravan
Owners Club Public group About Discussion Your items Members Videos Photos Recommendations
Events Files Search this group Join group settings More Join this group to post and
comment.Currently away in our Compass Comino 660. When we bought the van the previous owner
had a motor mover installed on the front two wheels. So my question is, is there any reason why i
couldn’t move the motor mover to the rear set of wheels to balance the van better. Advice much
appreciated. Happy camping! Jim LushSmith 9 hrs Any Idea where I can get a replacement high
level brake light. Mine seem to be full of rusty water! 2014 model. Neil Cruickshanks 1 hr All
information on size of awning etc can be found in the link below. Sale includes wheel arch cover,
pump, awning of course and internal roof liners which are brand new. Reason for cheap price is two
of the air beams blew whilst on holiday in Cornwall and it was easier and quicker to get a new
awning than replacement beams. We have been quoted 129 for two new beams and would be happy
to order them if you want to pay for them in advance. I will happily pass on the details. Please see
my other items for sale for the bedroom annex. The power was on as the fridge was packed ready to
go. Fortunately the intruder alarm sensed the heat source and I went out to see why it had gone off.
I open the door to be greeted by smoke as a clean cloth on top of the shattered glass top was alight.
We were lucky the only damage is a glass top and a small burn hole in the carpet. I must say I
expected there to be a trip switch to stop you switching the electric hot plate on with the glass lid
closed. Michael Morris 5 hrs Can’t find these anywhere help Allan Stanley 4 hrs Our new holiday
home, love it. Away to the black bull camp site in Pickering on Friday, can’t wait Neil Cruickshanks 3

hrs Trigano Panoramic annex with inner tent only for sale.
Pictures of panoramic 410 awning just to show this connected to it and how it looks on the inside
awning is for sale as a separate listing. The air annex is as new with no rips, tears or issues. Looking
at replacements is there any merit in paying slightly more for a 5 year warranty one. There are two
sink outlets about a metre apart. Stewart Copeland 8 hrs Does anyone know where the outside light
switch is on a 2007 Compass Omega 524 please.Absolutely loved it. Beautiful van. Sam Hughes 30
August at 0458 Edit sorry, I couldn’t add the photo’s earlier, have added in the comments now.
Many thanks in advance. Good afternoon, we have had our Compass Corona 540, 2006 for over a
year, but I still can’t work out what these rails may be for. Have looked in manual. First pic is above
the bed, second pic is on LH side, when entering fixed bed, high up. Look like hanging rails, but gap
far too small. Any ideas welcomed! With many thanks in advance Photos in comments. Colin Doherty
30 August at 1545 Fitted an Alde Outdoor Temperature Sensor to our Camino 660 this afternoon so I
have the outdoor temp in the display probs a bit extravagant but sometimes you just have to know lol
Hadnt reset the time or day for the pic I dont know why Compass dont fit one as standard TBH as an
Alde Load Limiter is fitted as standard Lorna Moore 30 August at 0558 We have a Kensington by
Kimberley. Thanks I might be being blonde but new to caravaning Greig Martin Yesterday at 0817
Hi all, when at home and hooking into electric from the house, do you guys turn the main isolator on.
And do you turn the 12V switch on above panel at door. I am not needing to use anything like fridge,
heating or that as not going away for a couple of days, only doing it to keep battery topped up really.
The day before I go away I will be looking to get the fridge cooled, so use van as normal so main
isolator on and 12V switch on. Fits canopy awnings up to 280cm. 2x standard universal side panels
and a front panel.
No door. No zips! The sides are fed into a pole which tensions against the side of the van. The front
slides into a runner on the awning front roller. It’s tied to the legs. Pictures are from the van it used
to be on with the canopy. The canopy is a caravan one mounted via the awning rail. The mover
ceased working and it appears to be a flat battery as the van indicator when off mains is red. If we
use a 12 volt light it dims as well. However the battery shows a healthy green in the inspection
chamber. Please upgrade your browser to improve your experience. GoWe specialise in buying,
selling and sourcing the very best quality second hand vehicles. Honesty and integrity are integral to
our high quality service. We have over 100 cars in stock which range from small hatchbacks to 4x4s
to prestiWe specialise in buying, selling and sourcing the very best quality second hand vehicles. We
have over 100 cars in stock which range from small hatchbacks to 4x4s to prestiMotor Home. Brand
new conversion. Living Area. Gas Cooker. Sink with Tap. Double Bed. LED Lighting. Blow Air
Heating. About Us. We specialise inPortable toilet encased in matching upholstery which doubles up
as extra seating. TFull service inc timing belt, water pump and 4 new tyres at 95860miles now done
99597miles. Comes with 3 way fridge, oven, grilLeft hand drive Volkswagen T4 Dehler 5.4 Optima
Long wheelbaseOnly two owners from new. It is the highest spec made by German yacht make
Dehler. Built likeFully convertedType 3 evolution design kitchen cupboardsPower management
unitLeisure battery and boxNew mot. Since acquMore images available, on request. Includes bike
rack, awning and radio. The 240v hookup, leisure battery, cooker, sink anVery good clean condition.
None smoker. Cooker, fridge. 6months left on MOT. 2 built in DVDMileage 52567. New Clutch fitted
in February 2014 at 30000 miles. Radiator, cam belt, front discs and pads fitted August 2016 at
41100 miles. Engine sumJanuary 2017 on 66 reg.
T30 long wheelbase highline. 2.0 tdi 150. 23,000 miles. Full main dealer service history. 1 owner
from new. Still under warranty. Usual high line spec. Air con, electric wBathroom has separate
shower area. Mechanically sound and in good condition for year. 12,000 ovnoReserve and Collect
Appointment Only. Full Video Appraisal of this camper on our website COMING SOON, TRADE
SALE ONLY AT THIS PRICE NO WARRANTY Statutory Rights UnJust nowJust nowAwning; Separate

Shower; Mains Hookup; Oven; Sink; Fixed Double Bed; Cooker; Hand Washbasin; BlindsJust nowThe
HYMERCAR models with bathroom have a 4seater layout. They are equipped with a comfAlloy
Wheels. CD Radio,Cab Air Conditioning. Cruise Control. Pleated Cab Blinds. Oven,Please note The
colour is Arctic Blue, not gold as the library pictures show. Based on the award winning Solaris
design, the Solaris XL is built on the L4H2 Citroen Relay The HYMERCAR models with bathroom
have a 4seater layout. They are equipped with a comfLimited is a credit broker, not a lender.
Introductions are limited to motorLondon Place, London, SE1 2AF, UK. VAT No. 345 7692 64. Please
upgrade your browser to improve your experience. GoAnd weighing at only 990kg MTPLM this
would be a dream to tow with even the smallest tow car. We are a family run business basedThe
Casita range comprises of 7 different caravAll vehicles purchased through Stowford come with a 6
month warranty or the remaining manufacturers warranty, where applicable. They also receive a full
pre delivery inspection, PDI, as well as a comprehensive clean prioCompass corona 2002 2 berth.
The caravan is in excellent condition very clean inside and out no damp not a single problem.
Everything works as it should.Full gas tank. 2 brand new triLight weight easy towed shower toilet
cassetteCapiro boasts an abundance of features as standard. You can have it all.andMiRO 1198 kg.
Gross 1368 kg. Internal Length 4.8 m. Shipping Length 6.5 m. Width 2.1 m.
We are a family run business offering many dealer facilities oOn Sale Now For 16,499. Priced To
SellStylish Front Seating Converts To Double. Kitchen Area. Fitted Microwave. Large FThey did and
theyve now upgraded to a much newer caravan. It has long seats to the front.Central Heating; TV
Aerial; CD Player; Microwave; Fixed Double Bed; Cooker; 12V Lighting; External Side Lockers;
Blinds; Grill; Mains Hookup; Separate Shower; DoMIRO 1105kg, MTPLM 1325kg. Dimensions
Overall length 6.54m, Width 2.14m, Height 2.73m.Three berths with side dinette. This well cared for
caravan is furnished in modern, neutral colours. Ideal for a couple who appreciate the extra space
created by the lack of a fixed bed but with the extra benefit of a diYear 2015. Unladen Weight 1295
kg. MTPLM 1448 kg. Awning size 10.15 m. Warranty 12 month warrantyBoasting innovation in every
detail and offering unique and high level specification as standard, with space and practicality in
abundance. This is the first and only choLimited is a credit broker, not a lender.

